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Cross-platform Localization for Native Mobile Apps with XamarinApress, 2016

	Tailor your apps to appeal to a global market. Microsoft MVP Chris Miller steps you through the process of enabling multiple language support, while using a single shared set of language resources using the .NET Framework.

	

	You will learn to adapt a simple mobile application for the Android, iOS, and Windows platforms, and...
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PrimeFaces CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Here are over 100 recipes for PrimeFaces, the ultimate JSF framework. It’s a great practical introduction to leading-edge Java web development, taking you from the basics right through to writing custom components.


	Overview

	
		The first PrimeFaces book that concentrates on practical approaches rather...
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Building Python Real-Time Applications with StormPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn to process massive real-time data streams using Storm and Pythonâ€•no Java required!


	About This Book

	
		Learn to use Apache Storm and the Python Petrel library to build distributed applications that process large streams of data
	
		Explore sample applications in real-time and analyze...
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Visual Studio Code Distilled: Evolved Code Editing for Windows, macOS, and LinuxApress, 2018

	
		Use Visual Studio Code to write and debug code quickly and efficiently on any platform, for any device, using any programming language, and on the operating system of your choice.

	
		Visual Studio Code is an open source and cross-platform development tool that focuses on code editing across a variety of development...
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C# COM+ ProgrammingHungry Minds, 2001
A must have reference for developers already working with COM+ who are ready to transition the the .NET Platform. Softcover. CD-ROM included. 

       C# COM+ Programming Your Complete Guide to COM+ Services in the .NET Framework Whether you want to integrate existing COM+ services into...
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MCITP Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-441): Designing Database Solutions by Using Microsoft  SQL Server(TM) 2005Microsoft Press, 2007
This 2-in-1 training kit delivers in-depth preparation plus practice for 70-441, an exam for the MCITP: Database Developer certification. Ace your exam prepand build real-world job skillswith lessons, case scenarios, practice tests, and more.     

       Key Book Benefits:
  

In-depth coverage of exam objectives and...
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Practical API Design: Confessions of a Java Framework ArchitectApress, 2008
You might think more than enough design books exist in the programming world already. In fact, there are so many that it makes sense to ask why you would read yet another. Is there really a need for yet another design book? In fact, there is a greater need than ever before, and Practical API Design: Confessions of a Java Framework...
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Foundations of Dependable Computing: System ImplementationSpringer, 1994
Foundations of Dependable Computing: System  Implementation, explores the system infrastructure needed to  support the various paradigms of Paradigms for Dependable  Applications. Approaches to implementing support mechanisms and to  incorporating additional appropriate levels of fault detection and  fault tolerance at the processor, network, and...
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Doing Therapy with Children and Adolescents with Asperger SyndromeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Iclinically met my fi rst children with Asperger’s and High-Functioning Autism in 1981 at Camp Wediko here in New England. Like many college students before us, my newlywed wife and I had driven north to New Hampshire to spend an intensive summer learning more about the careers we were about to enter: she, special education, and myself,...
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REST in Practice: Hypermedia and Systems ArchitectureO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Why don't typical enterprise projects go as smoothly as projects you develop for the Web? Does the REST architectural style really present a viable alternative for building distributed systems and enterprise-class applications?

	
		In this insightful book, three SOA experts provide a down-to-earth explanation of REST and...
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Koha 3 Library Management SystemPackt Publishing, 2010

	Koha is the first full-featured open source library management system that is widely used for efficiently managing libraries. However, setting up and maintaining Koha is no walk in the park. It is not as straightforward as setting up the other popular LAMP applications.


	This practical guide provides all the essential information...
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Meta-Learning in Computational Intelligence (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	In the early days of pattern recognition and statistical data analysis life was
	rather simple: datasets were relatively small, collected from well-designed experiments,
	analyzed using a few methods that had good theoretical background.
	Explosive growth of the use of computers led to the creation of huge amounts of
	data of all kinds,...
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